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Iiyama japan guide

Yyama (飯) is a city in Nagano, Japan. They understand [editing] iiyama markets like Japan's City of Japan. It is also known as sho-kyoto because of its many traditional temples. Flying on the plane, the nearest airport serving Iiyama City is Matsumoto Airport (sometimes known as Shinshu-Matsumoto Airport), located southwest of
Matsumoto City. From Matsumoto you can easily take jr train to Nagano or take a bus kousoku(highway) to nagano metro stop. From Nagano Station, iiyama is easily accessible via JR飯000 (Iiyama line), or you can take Schiskansen (bullet train) to Kanazawa. If you're flying through Narita, you can get on the Horizon of Kaisi from Narita
to Tokyo and change there to take Hosuriku Shinansen directly to Iiyama. By train[edit], Liyama's service has improved dramatically with the expansion of Hoskurku Shinkansen, and now single-seater rides are available from Tokyo, Toyama and Kanazawa. Hakutaka trains usually stop every 1-2 hours in both directions. From Tokyo, the
journey is 1 hour 45 minutes and costs ¥8,630, while from Kanazawa it takes 75 minutes and costs ¥7,110. These journeys are valid with Japan Rail Pass, and trips from Tokyo are also valid with jr East Rail Pass. Iiyama is also served by the JR Iiyama line, which is also covered by railway pass. Hachisu, Iiyama and Kita-Iiyama stops are
within Liyama city limits, although iiyama's stop is closest to most tourist attractions. Local trips on the JR Iiyama line are open every 1-2 hours. From Nagano, Liyama can be reached cheaply by climbing the shinano and connecting in Toyonno. Some trains departing from Iiyama start in Nagano, offering one seat. Local trips from Nagano
without connections take about 50 minutes and cost ¥570. Rail Pass users will have to pay ¥250 to travel from Nagano to Toyono. Take a bus ride all year round, making stops at tourist destinations around the city. The bus makes continuous lines of the city, starting the first of its six daily tours at 8:35 and ending at 3:25. By car[edit] Most
sites in Iimama are easily accessible by car, and parking is usually easily accessible. Especially in the north of Iiyama, the roads become quite narrow, so only those with driving experience in Japan should try to navigate them. Look, to buy, some of Liyama's best restaurants are small, tucked away on the side streets along the trampled
road. Walking around the southern edge of the city, you will meet dozens of delicious restaurants that sell everything from pastries to afternoon tea and snacks. Several restaurants near the station boasted especially tasty food. 36.853536138.36400741 Hirano Patisserie (10パ minutes' walk from Iiyama Station), ☏ +81 269-62-2316. This
store attracts customers from all around Nagano and the surrounding prefectures with and other rich desserts. [edit] Sleep[edit] Connect[edit] Go next[edit] Go next[edit] [edit] Go next[edit] Go next[edit] Go next[edit] [edit] Go next [edit] Go next [edit] [edit] [edit] [edit] To next[edit] [edit] Go next[edit] [edit] [edit] Go next[edit] [edit] [edit] Go
next[edit] [edit] [edit] Go next[edit] [edit] [edit] Go next[edit] [edit] [edit] Go next[edit] [edit] [edit] Go next[edit] [edit] [edit] Go next[edit] [edit] [edit] Go next[edit] [edit] [edit] Go next[edit] [edit] [edit] Go next[edit] [edit] edit] [edit] Go next[edit] [edit] Tos 20000 [edit] Go next [edit] Go next [edit] [edit] To next[edit] [edit] To next[edit] [edit] [edit] Go
next[edit] She had eaten the freshest seafood caught off the coast of Hokkaido. It has struck among the lush forest and waterfalls of Orazge gorge of Aomori. She had pounced in the presence of an inspirational Toshhog temple among the full autumn leaves. Perhaps she has reached maximum capacity to be impressed by Japan, I
wondered. We were headed to Liyama, a lovely town north of nagano city, which joined shinkansen Station Club in March 2015 on the Hokuriku line. Previously, Liyama was located in the shadows of nearby Nozawa Onsen, an area known among tourists for its winter sports and hot springs, but now, Liyama makes his presence known to
the world as a destination. But will this low-key, earthy city be enough to impress my mother? We lit up in Liyama station with late afternoon sunlight pouring out the window of the station, where our host Shibata-san greeted us with a friendly wave. It brought us to the Iiyama tourism center on the first floor of the station, where visitors can
take a number of brochures in many languages, get help or advice from the staff, or shop for locally made crafts and souvenirs. Then we went next door to the Štzu-shizenkio Activity Center for a brief overview of the cycling tour, which I had to do the next day. Then we stopped by our quarters in Kanoe, stopping to enjoy the view of the
valley along the way. After having a great time with our hosts in Kano, my mother and I returned to Liyama Station for our cycling trip. While riding, my mother felt comfortable in the welcoming tourist center, which has many places to sit and rest. She bought some postcards from a trunk and started writing notes to her friends. Meanwhile,
next door to the activity center, a small group of us gathered around Kuhei Ishida, our cycling guide for the day. Kuhei is a licensed English guide, as well as a trekking guide, and he is very familiar with the area, having lived here for several years. After receiving instructions, we donate our equipment for safety, and as we walk around the
square, we head to our great adventure. Our cycling tour was 15 kilometers (about 10 miles) along a relatively flat terrain that takes about three and a half hours with stops for breaks and photos. At this pace, it is almost suitable for anyone competent with riding a bicycle, although some sections run on highways with fast-moving traffic, so
young children are not recommended to ride alone. When possible, Kuhei takes care to adhere to the less trafficked roads, which are not only safer, but also much more picturesque than the highway. The route passes through the Chinkum, the longest in Japan, using two different bridges. On the first bridge, we stopped to survey the
damage done during the month that Typhoon Hagabis devastated much of Japan. Chikuma swelled to wash a small agricultural land on its way, but fortunately, the levy in this area has not broken. The rest of Japan may be grateful, as this area produces some of the most exclusive autumn harvests in Japan, from fresh apples to
buckwheat used for soba noodles. In neighborhoods where you can imagine invisible buses for cats that run to and without through wide rice fields and along the power lines. We rode along the edge of the mountains, sticking with trees of red, yellow and green. We rode to streams of clean water coming out of hidden springs to give the
valley the source of our lives. In the middle of the road, we stopped on a hill, watched the sun grow warmer in the eastern mountains, and our shadows grew longer. At every stop, the members of our group were given the opportunity to try out an electric mountain bike for a leg on the tour. If you want, you can ride a similar bike all the way
for another 2,000 yen, although there are other options for electric assist on the road. At the last stage of the tour, we ride through part of the city of Liyama, stopping to visit several of the many temples hidden among its streets. At this time of year, November, many of the temples explode with autumn colors, so I made a note to see more
of them the next day before catching a train back to Tokyo. Shinetsu-shizenkyo Activity Center offers several options for cycling tours such as the one given by Kuhei, both on the road and off. Here you can rent a bicycle and go at your own pace or to your destination. Sample routes and routes are available in the center or check the
website for suggested routes. The next day, we had a few hours of free time before returning to Tokyo, so we decided to make the most of it. With the luggage on the coin lockers at Iiyama station, we asked for recommendations at the Tourism Center desk to supplement our plan for visiting the local temples. It turned out to be the perfect
moment for apple picking and a 10-minute walk from the station there was an apple orchard. And since we will be in the neighborhood for our temple walk, we may want to visit the small but excellent Mayumi Takahashi Doll Museum.At Shiozakino Ovochardi (Japanese site), 600 yen gives you a reception and all-you can eat apples. An
additional 1,100 or 1,600 yen gets a small or large bag, respectively, in which you can take home as many apples as you will fit. In our large bag, we can safely insert six apples into it, perhaps more if you do not take the largest apples from the trees. So let's be honest; Has anyone been stunned by the opportunity to peel apples? Besides
the class of cheerful first graders, invaded the orchard, they are unlikely to think that But it's been a long time coming, because apple-pickers in Nagano are really an experience. First of all, there's the size of apples. These are apples with two hands, not the small fruits in the local supermarket, which are 50% cores. After that, there's
perfection. Now, apples in orchards open to the public like this won't be the same as those that grow in orchards carrying $25 apples grown on pillows and wrapped in warm blanks on cold nights. But apart from the minor defects and random samples of a fine bird, these are some wonderful-looking fruits. But it tastes right out of the tree.
During our visit were three types of apples: Fuji, Shinano Gold and Meigetsu. Most people have heard of Fuji apples and probably tasted them. They are fresh and sweet with a light tart, but not too tart. Shinano Gold, a common type of golden apple from this area, is almost perfectly balanced between sweet and sweet. Meigetsu, another
golden apple I used to call my favorite of the three, is a sweet apple. I doubt I've tasted an apple sweeter than Maget. It's an apple that would make a caramel apple taste blazing. Finally, there's an extremely fun apple peeler, a loan to paying customers. Besides Japan, I've never seen a device like this, and I swear there must be some
voodoo involved in it, because it peels an entire apple in a strip of bark in less than 10 seconds, every time. I forced myself to eat more apples to try to peel another one! My mother was so impressed with her magical abilities that she bought one from the store to take home. In case you're wondering, it comes as a set with a corner/sleiseur
for just 1,500 yen. My recommendation is that at least one person in your party should get a bag of apples to take home. All-you-can-eat apples is something that sounds like a great idea right now, but ask yourself: when can-you-can-eat all a great idea? And frankly, these apples are so big that it will be a challenge to eat more than one,
so who wants to pay 600 yen for an apple? After missing our heavy bag of apples back to the station, we headed north to the central city of Yamama, its temples and the Mayumi Takahashi Doll Museum. This small museum pays tribute to local artist Mayumi Takahashi and her collection of handmade dolls created in miniature scenes and
dioramas. Photography is not allowed in the museum, so it is best to visit the site to decide whether this is the place that will interest you. Although I'm not a big fan of the dolls, Ms. Takahashi's creations are so sincere with the emotion and presentation of authentic life in the Japanese countryside that it's easy to appreciate her work. On
the on the west side of the main street of Iiyama at the foot of the mountains, over 20 ancient temples and shrines are among the trees and other buildings of the city. Iyama was once a fortress city; The remains of Yyama Castle are in a park, just a few minutes' walk from the Puppet Museum. The castle stood on a small hill from which
you can continuously explore the entire landscape, including each of the temples. The temples themselves are poorly connected to an ancient path called terra meguri how. Today, the road is well defined and maintained, although you may need to do a quick visual search to find it again when you cross a big street. The many temples and
shrines are in different states of maintenance, but each has its own unique beauty. Not to be missed in the autumn season are Saikioji, with lovely maple trees framing its grand front door and belfry, and the majestic Shoneggi, which has a courtyard covered with bright green moss, over which in the morning sun there is a canopy of red,
orange and yellow leaves. It will take several hours to get to each of the temples, but you can easily see the main ones in less than two hours. Terra meguri hawood climbs the stairs of Ise Shrine, where my mother decided to call it. It was a smart call, as even I, more than 25 years old, her junior, were breathless at the top of the stairs.
Riding home on Shinansen, my mother announced without any prompting that Liyama was the most pleasant part of her trip to Japan. Given the breadth of the places she visited and the things she had done, I took this as a high praise for this small town, a city that has captured my heart over the past year. Hosuriku Shinansen makes
Liyama feel close to Tokyo It can be reached in just over an hour and a half from Tokyo Station or Omiya. There is a variety of small chalets and affordable chalets in the area, some with exceptional homemade dishes. The city of Iiyama is most popular for its winter sports, but I find it a beautiful place to escape the city and in the autumn.
In fact, there is no bad season to visit Liyama if you are a nature lover. Sponsored by Shinshu-Iiyama Tourism Bureau
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